3oo	BEYOND HORIZONS
himself with last adjustments I had only one thought: This time
me must succeed! There was a finality about it all I had not ex-
perienced before. Only subconsciously did I hear the whir of the
propeller and mechanically note "8.05" (G.C.T.) as we took off to
the south in renewed pursuit of the unknown.
We followed,as before, the already explored coast of Graham Land
for five hundred miles, until we came to Stefansson Strait, again
observing the unusual phenomenon at that season of the Weddell
Sea quite open for the first three hundred miles. At 12.22 G.M.T.
we crossed the strait. The compass bearing of the coast was SE. 138
and W. 242. The low black conical peaks of Cape Eielson rose
conspicuously out of a mantle of white on our left.
We climbed to an elevation of 13,000 feet, where the temperature
was 22 degrees below freezing, and were again over the unknown,
the vast mountains spreading out on all sides. But how different
was this ascent from yesterday's 1 The air was almost smooth, and
instead of fog, cloud, and a heavy head-wind, we had only a gende
south-east breeze and visibility of 150 miles in every direction.
In the clear air we could now see the mountains in all their
sublimity. It falls to the lot of few men to view land not previously
beheld by human eyes, and it was with a feeling of keen curiosity
not unmingled with awe that we gazed ahead at the great range
across which our route lay. Bold and rugged peaks rose sheer to
an elevation of 12,000 feet above sea-level. Suddenly I felt supremely
happy for my share in the opportunity to unveil the last continent
in human history.
We were indeed the first intruding mortals in this age-old region,
and looking down on the mighty peaks I thought of eternity and
man's insignificance. So these first new mountains we saw will,
I hope, in the future bear the name Eternity Range.
On our long slant it took us three hours to cross the range. I
thanked my stars now that I had given myself instruction and
training in mountain photography with the Leica, for I had mag-
nificent opportunities which it would have been a crime to muff.
Actually, I took thirty-one snapshots of the Eternities, and nearly
every one was excellent. The system lay in three parallel ranges
divided by high plateaux. Mounts Faith, Hope and Charity were
in the middle range. Strikingly contrasted to these rugged Hearst

